The general spherically symmetric, static solution of +"T""=0 in the exterior Schwarzschild metric is expressed in terms of two integration constants and two arbitrary functions, one of which is the trace of T", .
I. INTRODUCTION The stress tensor (energy-momentum Such principles include geometrical symmetries, the covariant conservation law V"T""=0, and, in some cases, a restriction on the form of the trace, T . In a classical theory with a conformally invariant Lagrangian the trace vanishes. However, recent work has shown that in the corresponding quantized theory the stress-tensor operator may acquire a trace during renormalization. (This is called a conformal anomaly' or trace anomaly. } The tra. ce is still a c number and a local geometrical scalar, and for dimensional reasons the number of derivatives of the metric tensor which appear in it must equal the dimension of space-time. Thus, in two dimensions, T can only be proportional to R, and in four dimensions, it is a linear combination of CIR, R', R R"B, and C' -= C" " C && z. Here the dimensionless coefficients can depend on the particular type(s) of conformally invariant field considered (e.g. , on spin}, but can be calculated. for ea, ch case, at least in principle. (A calculation of the trace in a particular space-time model gives universally valid information about the anomaly coefficients. ) Knowledge of the trace is sufficient to restrict the form of T&"considerably. The fact that the trace is not zero has qualitative consequences; in particular, we shall argue that it is intimately related to particle production processes in certain geometries. ' The model which has attracted the most atten- characteristics determined by the optical properties of the exterior Schwarzschild space-time. As a step toward understanding the local physics of this problem, therefore, we study the form of the stress tensor in the background (1.1) under the assumption that it is independent of time and is spherically symmetric. The conservation equations, &"T""= 0, then force T"" to be a sum of four tertns [Eqs. (2.8) ], each of which separately is conserved, spherically symmetric, and time-independent, and each of which satisfies all but one of the following conditions: (1) tracelessness, (2) time-reversal invariance (specifically, T,"=0}, (3) tangential pressure equal to one-fourth of the trace: 8-= T8 --, ' T =0, (4) finiteness of the tensor components with respect to a local orthonormal frame on the future horizon. The term with a trace is completely determined when the trace is known; for conformally invariant fields, as pointed out above, the trace is independent of the state and falls out of general theoi'y relatively easily. The terms violating (2) and (4) In this section we will find the most general solution of the covariant conservation equations, V"Tp=0, (2.1) in the Schwarzschild background (1.1), under the assumption that T""is independent of time, as it would be in the steady-state region outside of a collapsing body. Since the quantum states of basic interest are spherically symmetric, the only possibly nonzero components of T""are T"", T'"T"', T"""= -"(kT) 'I 12 (0 21 (3.5) and that of the radiation is
Hawking's argument (Ref. 4 states (see Sec. I) of the full two-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole. The former is regular on both the past and future horizons (2E= Q= 0), hence is just equal to T~"'~" At infinity it.approaches the equilibrium form (3.5). The physical meaning of the negative flux 7"'" is now clear: It represents the ab.sence from the $ vacuum, relative to the u vacuum, of the inward-moving half of the radiation in the equilibrium distribution.
The g-vacuum stress must vanish at infinity.
Clearly, it must be T "" "+ T &' ' with Q = M'H, (~)- 
where Q(x) is some arbitrary space-time function and n is a number depending on the field Q being considered. Invariance under general coordinate transformations requires that V, T&= 0, while conformal invariance forces T" = 0.
%hen quantizing the field (t) on a fixed curved background, one finds that the vacuum expectation value (T""(x)) is infinite. The natural next step is to choose some method of regularization which isolates the divergences in some physically meaningful manner. There are two regularization-renormalization techniques designed to be applied to curved-space problems -dimensional regularization and covariant geodesic point separation.
The first of these maintains the requirement V"T ""=0 throughout. However, the process of ana, lytically continuing to arbitrary complex dimensions and expanding about the pole at dimension 4 causes the stress tensor for a conformally invariant theory to have a nonzero trace. The point-separation procedur e, which involves expanding the (T""(x)) in powers of the tangent vector to a geodesic through the point x, also gives a trace once direction-dependent terms are discarded. A --, '(V uV u+)g"".
(6.2b) These are of the forms u, =(2sinh4vMP) '~'(e""'u, +e ""~vy), (6.7) cv, = (2sinh4wMP) '~'(e '""'uy+e""'v, ), where v& are functions analogous to u& on the second sheet of the manifold. (See Refs. 5-7 for details )Substitu. ting su~and S, for u, . in the general The ( vacuum is the only one of the three whose definition depends essentially on the use of incoming basis modes. The outgoing basis would yield a state in which radiation converges onto the black hole instead of flowing away from it. This time-reversed E vacuum must be distinguished from the state obtained by interchanging in the definition of l $) the roles of the incoming u& and u&, whose stress tensor is dp Q ( coth(4vMp) T~""(u, u*]+ T"""[u, u& ]}.
(6.10) To understand the difference among these states, note that a thermal distribution of particles outside the black hole consists, roughly speaking, of three classes of particles: those coming from the direction of the hole, those falling into the hole, and those which will miss the hole entirely because they are moving tangentially. The $ vacuum contains only the first class, the time-reversed $ vacuum contains only the second, and the state with the stress (6.10) contains both the second and the third. The v vacuum contains all three classes, and the g vacuum contains no particles at all at inf inity.
We now concentrate our attention on the pair- (6.13) wise differences among the expectation values (6.2}, (6.8), and (6.9):
We have dropped the superscript (q) from T "" [u,u4] [The R's above are those of Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). ] If the tensor T~~' "-T~"'", for example, is to be decomposed as T~"'~" + T""~" + T~"'i", the terms having the forms (2.8), then one will have 2M Kg -K( -M2y2 1 -2 dp amNP 1 P 3(P (6.18) eg~=2 dp 1 Q 3FV, I) t=o (6.19)
However, we may not identify Q& "with the corresponding integral over necessarily of the form T""". The F, term and the F, term in Eq. (6.14)
arately, although their sum does. We can now estimate T"'-T""' near infinity and T"" "-T""near the horizon, since only transmitted waves contribute to these quantities: fident that T"""is relatively small near the horizon and that T "~" is relatively small at large r, the results (6.24} are in complete agreement with all the statements about T ""summarized in the middle row of ' Table I . Note also that the coefficient in Eq. (6.24b) is the same as the one in Eq.
(6.21) for the flux, as it should be in order to reproduce the outward massless radiation at infinity and the negative flux over the horizon.
To calculate T"'-T"" ' near the horizon and TI"" "-TILI" near infinity, we have to deal with incident and reflected waves, since the point r of interest is on the side of the potential peak on which the relevant mode solutions are incident.
The reflection coefficients satisfy /A, (P) ['= /A, (P) ('= 1 -JB,(P) /' . (6.26) For a fixed l we must divide the energies P into three intervals (see Fig. 1 ). Unless dp
p'&V, (r)= -, 1 -(l+-, ')', (6.27) r is in a classically forbidden region where R, (P~r) is exponentially decaying, and hence we take R, (~rp) =0 in the geometrical optics approxi mation. If Here we have used n g (I+ -')=-'n', (6.25) Q l (l+ 1) (l+ -, ') = Q (l+ -, ')' = , ' n', - Table I ). The disagreement with the simpler approximation can be traced to the nonuniformity of the limit V, (r)-0 as r*-+ for l and P near the boundary of the domain (6.2 t). 
